
 
 

Genre: Memoir        Selection: “A Long Walk to Freedom”  
 

 8.2A [Dictionary/Thesaurus] 

8   Read the following dictionary entry. 

           

 

 

        

 

Which definition best matches the way the word falter is used in paragraph 14?  

       F   Definition 1 

       G   Definition 2 

       H   Definition 3 

       J   Definition 4 

 

8.2B [Context Clues] 

9   Which words from paragraph 9 help the reader understand the meaning of abided? 

       A   I was not troubled  

       B   slow moving bulls 

       C   I obeyed my father 

       D   the customs of my tribe 

 

 8.9A [Inference Elements of Non-Fiction] 

 10 The author describes his experience in a way that highlights- 

      F   how significant he thought being brave and courageous was for fighting apartheid 

      G   how long it took for him to fight for his freedom 

      H   how important it was for him to take care of his family 

      J   how much he worried about following the customs and laws of his culture    

 

 

falter /ˈfôltər/ v 

1.start to lose strength or momentum 2. 
speak in a hesitant or unsteady voice 3. 
move unsteadily or in a way that shows lack 
of confidence 4. to give way 



 
 

8.6C [Inference Elements of Non-Fiction] 
 
11 Paragraph 7 and 8 is mainly a description of-  
 
   A   the different views the author had about his country and its policies  

   B   the safety measures the author took while fighting for freedom 

   C   how the author’s obligation to the people affected his family  

   D    the different types of people in Africa who needed freedom 

 

8.6D [Inferencing Summary]  

 12 What is the best summary of the selection? 

    F   As a young man, the author decided to take a stand on his rights. Alongside his family he 

 became president of Africa where he made a difference.    

    G   Mandela grew up in a difficult living environment in Africa. Through his desire of being 

  free he decides to fight against all odds.        

    H   As a young man the author makes a very difficult decision to stand up to his country. At 

 the cost of his family he pursues freedom. After several years he forms alliances to  

 overcome adversity.    

    J   Mandela reflects upon the hardships he and his people endured living under the apartheid 

 policy in Africa. Through Mandela’s perseverance and desire for freedom he was able to 

 become president of Africa.     

 

8.9A [Inferencing the Author’s Message] 

 13 What is the central message of the selection? 

    A   Following the rules usually leads to a positive outcome. 

    B   Oppression destroys lives, but it can also build character. 

    C   People tend to forget their priorities in life. 

    D   People often have a strong bond to family.  

 

8.9D [Author’s Use of Figurative Language] 

14 How does the imagery in paragraph 14 help the reader understand? 

    F   The difficult obstacles the author has faced and will continue to face for freedom   

    G   The doubts the author had about being able to accomplish his mission 

    H   The distance it took the author to gain his freedom 

    J   The details the author remembers most vividly about his journey 


